
The FP0R is equipped with powerful 
features in its compact body.

1.877.624.7872 
http://pewa.panasonic.com/acsd
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Great for high speed labeling applications of up to 1200 labels/min.
Fast motion start-up time of 30 µsec 
Controls up to 4 axes of motion 
6 Channels of high speed inputs 
Easy to use pre-programmed motion function blocks for quick design

The New  Slim PLC: Perfect for 
low or high speed labeling applications 
without sacrifi cing accuracy.
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When the product sensor is triggered by the box, the motion 
is delayed until the start position is reached (“LabelStart-
Position”). This distance is an offset position from the edge 
of the product.This position is measured by an external 
encoder so the input on the function block is the number of 
encoder counts.

The startup time for the motion is 30µsec.

The acceleration will ramp the speed of the motion from an 
“Initial Speed” to a “Target Speed.” These are the two speed 
inputs on the function block. The acceleration time can be 
as small as 1msec. 

The target speed can be fi xed or can be variable in order for the label speed to match with the conveyor speed, etc. 

At the end of the label, the label sensor turns off which will set the motion in position control mode and will continue for the number of 
pulses in the “LabelStopPosition.”

The motion will decelerate from current speed to an initial speed then stop. The deceleration time can be set from 1msec upwards. This 
time is set independent of the acceleration time.
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Encoder input speed is about 20,000 pulses per. sec.
10 pulses after the product sensor is triggered, the 
motion is executed.
About 35 msec after the motion start, the falling edge of 
the label is detected.
The motion continues to run for another 200 command 
pulses from the FP0R. 
The complete cycle to apply one label takes about 50 
msec.

Application example for 20 labels per second

Note: the A4 servo was confi gured to put out a speed of 3000 RPM at 
50KHz pulse from the FP0R.

Servo Motion (measured by Panaterm software): 
Command motion profi le sent from FP0R PLC / Actual speed of A4 Servo

Label Sensor
“LabelStartPosition”

“LabelStopPosition” Product Sensor

1) Start Position

3) Acceleration
2) High speed startup
Very small variance

4) High accuracy synchronization
even at low conveyor speed

5) End of label

6) Very short time
Require to stop
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